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ABSTRACT
Event based systems are flexible, scalable, and adaptable based on its
feature of non-determinism in event communication. However, this
may yield security vulnerabilities in event communication between
components. For example, malicious components can steal sensitive
data or manipulate other components in an intended way. This
paper introduces SCUTUM, a novel technique that automatically
detects vulnerable event communication channels from event-based
systems by combining static flow analysis and pattern matching.
SCUTUM’s evaluation demonstrated that it identifies vulnerable
event communication channels with higher accuracy than existing
techniques from 28 real-world apps and it is applicable to the apps
comprising a number of components.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Event-based systems (EBS) developed using message-oriented
middleware (MOM) platforms are widespread [2–4, 15] The popularity of EBS is originated by its high flexibility, scalability, and
adaptability. These advantages are facilitated by its reliance on
implicit invocation and implicit concurrency in its event processing.
Specifically, in EBS, components may not know the consumers of
events they publish, nor do they necessarily know the producers
of events they consume. However, this non-determinism in event
consumption can introduce inherent security vulnerabilities into a
system.
In this paper we target one specific type of security vulnerabilities
related to event processing in EBS, event attacks. Event attacks are
particular type of security attacks caused by non-determinism in
EBS’s event communication model. Event attacks abuse, incapacitate, and damage the system by launching unintended behaviors or
leaking sensitive information through event exchanges. Different
types of event attacks have been identified throughout various domains [12–14, 17, 18, 20, 32, 37, 38, 40], such as mobile systems [3]
and web applications [4].
Existing security inspection techniques neither focus on event
attacks nor correctly detect vulnerabilities across components [11,14,
32]. The inherent characteristics of EBS hamper an accurate analysis
of target system. Specifically, existing flow-analysis techniques do
not support analysis of implicit invocation between event-clients,
which do not explicitly reveal event interfaces. Moreover, for the
system that comprises a large number of components, existing flowanalysis techniques are not scalable to analyze it. While a large
body of research has been studied on detecting event attacks in
Android [12, 18, 21, 24–26, 31, 34, 41, 43], they cannot be directly
applied to other types of EBS, since Android operates by its systemspecific communication model, APIs, and life-cycles.
To overcome aforementioned challenges and the shortcomings of

existing approaches, we designed SCUTUM (SeCUrity for evenTbased systems implemented Using MOM platforms), a technique
that automatically detects vulnerabilities on event attacks from EBS.
SCUTUM statically analyzes vulnerabilities by examining control/data-flow across components as well as event communication patterns in target EBS. SCUTUM is distinguished from the existing
research because (1) it simultaneously detects multiple types of
event attacks, (2) it supports different types of MOM platforms,
(3) it extends the detection coverage via a novel combination of
static flow analysis and communication pattern matching, and (4) it
provides efficient analysis scaling to a number of components.
We have evaluated SCUTUM’s ability of identifying vulnerable
event communication channels from target EBS. To this end, we
created a test benchmark comprising 30 open source testing ground
apps from different domains. We also included three open-source
event-based applications from different domains [22, 35]. SCUTUM
was able to identify vulnerable communication channels with high
accuracy compared to other state-of-the-art techniques targeting
security vulnerabilities. We evaluated SCUTUM’s performance by
measuring the analysis time on different numbers of apps, and the
reduction of overhead. Our results showed that SCUTUM was also
scalable to the systems comprising a large number of components.
This paper makes three contributions: (1) SCUTUM, a technique
that accurately finds vulnerable event communication channels from
target EBS through a novel combination of data-flow analysis and
compositional pattern matching; (2) a full open-source implementation of SCUTUM, (3) a novel, open and comprehensive benchmark
for EBS vulnerability analyses, (4) a set of evaluations of SCUTUM
that involve 33 real-world EBSs and compare SCUTUM to existing
alternatives. Section 2 illustrates event attacks. Section 3 details
SCUTUM and Section 4 describes evaluation.

2.

MOTIVATION

In this section, we introduce different types of event attacks and
present a simplified example of an event attack that SCUTUM targets.
Event attacks represent the security problems that exploit eventbased communication model. The research to date has identified the
following types of event attacks:
• Spoofing: A malicious component can send an event that
spoofs a target component in order to exploit the target’s
functionality or data.
• Interception: A malicious component can intercept an event
which is supposed to be sent to other components; and can
send back inappropriate replies.
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Listing 1: Component VicClient of App1
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public class VicClient {
...
Message e = queueSession.createMessage();
e.setJMSType("TextMessage");
e.setStringProperty("UserInfo", "private_info");
sendMessage(e, 1, queueSender);
...
}

Listing 2: Component MalClient of App1
1
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public class MalClient {
...
public void handleMessage(Message e) {
String info = e.getStringProperty("UserInfo");
LeakSensitiveInfo(info);
}
}
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• Confused Deputy: A malicious component can indirectly
access a target component by accessing the other component
which can access the target event-client.
• Collusion: More than two malicious components can collude
to exploit the functionalities or resources of target component.
Listing 1 and 2 illustrate event eavesdropping on an event-based
app App1 which is corrupted to contain a malicious component
MalClient (depicted in Listing 2). App1 follows attribute-based
event typing [22] and uses Java Message Service [4], a Java MOM
API for message-based communication.
Listing 1 shows where App1’s vulnerability resides. In this app,
events are published without any particular protection. As a consequence, any component can subscribe and eavesdrop the event
by declaring the event’s attributes. When VicClient of App1 (depicted in Listing 1) publishes an event which contains a sensitive
information (i.e., private_info), MalClient is able to eavesdrop
the event and obtain private_info by subscribing to the event.
As shown in this example, since event attacks appear to ordinary
event interaction, existing malware inspection tools, especially the
popular techniques that rely on signature-based detection [10,36,42],
may not be able to detect event attacks. Moreover, since publishing
and consuming events can be processed via ambiguous interfaces,
existing security flow-analysis techniques will not be able to accurately analyze implicit invocations between components. Furthermore, since routing events is performed in an essentially invisible
way, it is difficult to expect where the event attacks are actually
launched on.

3.

SCUTUM

SCUTUM automatically detects vulnerabilities on the five types
of event attacks from EBS. Specifically, SCUTUM statically analyzes vulnerable event communication channels by examining
control-/data-flow across components as well as event communication patterns in target EBS. SCUTUM basically resolves four main
challenges:
• Event channel analysis. In EBS, implicit invocation and ambiguous interfaces hamper extraction of event communication
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• Eavesdropping: A malicious component can eavesdrop an
event that contains sensitive data which is supposed to be only
open to particular components.
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Figure 1: Process for Detection of Security Vulnerabilities in
EBS
channels via which events are exchanged between components. Specifically, implicit invocation makes it difficult to
determine where each event will flow into, and ambiguous
interfaces do not explicitly reveal which event will be consumed. Since each MOM platform provides different types
of event interfaces, an extensible analysis for extracting event
channels is required.
• Scalable flow analysis. To check whether sensitive data
leaks or unintended access to sensitive functionality can be
launched, control-/data-flow analysis on each component is
required. However, for EBSs comprising a large number of
components with a number of methods, flow analysis on every
component may not be scalable. According to Safi et al. [35],
on average, general EBSs contain over 35 methods to be analyzed and analyzing a typical EBS consumes a couple of
hours. Although several flow analysis techniques have been
proposed for Android apps, considering the fact that mobile
platforms limit the size of apps [5], the size and complexity
of EBS can be larger than typical mobile apps.
• Inconstant sensitive APIs. Analyzing vulnerable flows is
dependent on a given set of APIs that may handle private
data or sensitive functionality. While prior work has categorized a set of sensitive Android APIs based on the supervised
machine-learning approach [33], the set is not equally valid
in other EBS domains since each system may use different
types of APIs.
• Inconstant trust boundaries. Trust boundaries between
components are determined by each component’s trust level
(i.e., components in the same trust boundary have the same
trust level), and event attacks are launched across different
trust boundaries. While some EBSs use a constant type of
trust boundary (i.e., an application in Android), EBSs may
have different types of trust boundaries depending on their
system configuration.
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Algorithm 1: Pruning Event Flow Graph
Input: G ⇐ an EFG
Output: ReducedG ⇐ a reduced EFG
1 Let SG be a set of sensitive components in G
2 Let OG be a set of outflow-boundary components in G
3 Let IG be a set of inflow-boundary components in G
4 Let SC be a set of components
5 foreach c ∈ G do
6
if (c ∈ SG ) then
7
SC+ = TraverseEventChannels(c, OG )
8
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Figure 2: An Event-Flow Graph
The inputs to SCUTUM are target EBS’s (1) implementation, (2)
configuration, and (3) a list of sensitive APIs. The configuration
includes the information of underlying MOM platform (i.e., the list
of methods for event communication and the base class for events)
and trust boundaries. Note that each trust boundary comprises at
least one component. As depicted in Figure 1, SCUTUM’s analysis
is divided into three distinct phases: Extraction, Reduction, and
Identi f ication. In the remainder of this section, we discuss each of
the three phases in detail.

3.1

Extraction

In this phase, SCUTUM inpsects target system’s implementation
and extracts two types of information that will be used in the later
phases: (1) published event types (PET) and consumed event types
(CET) accessed by each component, which can be used to infer
event communication channels between components. To enable this,
SCUTUM leverages Eos [22], a technique that statically extracts
event types and their attributes based on the characteristics of underlying MOM platform. SCUTUM extracts every component’s
PET and CET along with corresponding attributes from the system
implementation. In Listing 1, an example of PET published at line
5 is e5 = {(“UserIn f o”; “private_in f o”)}. (2) locations where the
sensitive APIs are accessed or called. For each method in a given
list of sensitive APIs, SCUTUM identifies the component where
the method is called along with its location in the system implementation. In case when a list of sensitive APIs are not provided,
SCUTUM returns the location of every method in each component.

3.2

Reduction

To identify vulnerable event communication channels in EBS,
SCUTUM considers both inter-component flows (e.g., event channels between components) and intra-component flows (e.g, control
or data flows within a component) by combining extracted event
types with each component’s control-flow graph (CFG). However,
for large-scale EBS, generating and traversing every component’s
CFG will not be scalable. To address this, SCUTUM employs an
event flow graph (EFG) which provides a macro perspective of target system (see Figure 2), and reduces the number of components
that should be analyzed by preprocessing EFG.
In an EFG, components are connected by the edges that represent event communication channels between pairs of components.
Each edge has a direction that an event is being sent to. SCUTUM
connects the edges by matching PET and CET of every pair of com-
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else if (c ∈ IG ) then
SC+ = TraverseEventChannels(c, SG )
ReducedG = G.remove(c ∈
/ SC)

ponents [22, 35]. Once an EFG is constructed, for each component
where a sensitive API is called, SCUTUM checks if the sensitive API
is reachable from or to its event interfaces, i.e., consuming event
interface (CEI) and publishing event interface (PEI), via its call
graph (CG). If yes, SCUTUM labels the corresponding component
as a sensitive component (see Figure 2). SCUTUM then labels the
components that form an event communication channel across trust
boundaries as boundary components. Specifically, if a component’s
PEI for an event communication across trust boundaries is reachable
from its CEI (or sensitive API) via CG, SCUTUM sets its attribute
as outflow-boundary (OB). Reversely, if a component’s CEI for an
event communication across trust boundaries is reachable to its PEI
(or sensitive API) via CG, it is set to be inflow-boundary (IB). In
case when a boundary component contains both types of flows, it
can have two attributes (i.e., OB and IB).
SCUTUM prunes event communication channels that are not
vulnerable to event attacks by implementing Algorithm 1 on EFG.
For example, within the trust boundary Boundary_1 in Figure 2,
two different events from component S1 (i.e., a and c) may initiate
subsequent event communication b and d-e, respectively. Considering the fact that event attacks exploit (1) event communication
across trust boundaries and (2) event communication that flows into
or from sensitive APIs, event communication channels c, d, and
e are not essentially vulnerable to event attacks, because they are
not involved in the event communication across trust boundaries.
To increase scalability in subsequent flow analyses, SCUTUM excludes those event channels (i.e., c, d, and e) and corresponding
components (i.e., c1, c2, and c3). Consequently, a pruned graph
can reduce the overhead of subsequent flow analyses. For example,
in Figure 2, the event communication channels c, d, and e will be
pruned since it does not involve any boundary component. This
enables avoiding unnecessary intra-component flow analysis for the
components involved in those channels. Specifically, considering
the complexity of analysis, Algorithm 1 takes O(N) where N is the
number of components in EFG, and traversing CFG requires O(n)
time where n is the number of methods in CFG [19]. Accordingly,
while traversing CFG after pruning takes O(N) + (N − x)m × O(n)
where x is the number of reduced components and m is the average
number of methods in each component, traversing CFG without
pruning takes Nm × O(n). Considering the fact that m ≥ 1 and the
average number of component (=16.66) is smaller than the average
number of methods (=35) in general EBS [22, 35], if Algorithm 1
prunes at least one component, traversing CFG after pruning always
takes less analysis time than that without pruning.
Algorithm 1 iterates over c in G (lines 5-9) and considers two
different cases in which event communication channels are vulnerable to event attacks: (1) The first case is for a set of event
communication channels directed from a sensitive component to an
outflow-boundary component (lines 6-7). If c is a sensitive com-

Algorithm 2: Identification of Vulnerabilities
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Input: G ⇐ an EFG
Output: VulCh ⇐ a set of vulnerable event channels
Let SG be a set of sensitive components in G
Let OG be a set of outflow-boundary components in G
Let IG be a set of inflow-boundary components in G
Let SMc be a set of sensitive methods in a component c ∈ G
Let EG be a set of connected event channels between components
x ∈ SG and y ∈ OG or between x ∈ SG and y ∈ IG
foreach e ∈ EG do
c1 ⇐ e.head
c2 ⇐ e.tail
if ((c1 ∈ SG ) ∧ (c1 ∈ OG )) or ((c1 ∈ SG ) ∧ (c2 ∈ OG )) then
foreach s ∈ SMc1 do
if identi f yFlow(c1 , s, PEIc1 , “Out”, e.remove(c1 )) then
VulCh += e

Algorithm 3: identifyFlow
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if ((c2 ∈ SG ) ∧ (c2 ∈ IG )) or ((c2 ∈ SG ) ∧ (c1 ∈ IG )) then
foreach s ∈ SMc2 do
if identi f yFlow(c2 , s,CEIc2 , “In”, e.remove(c2 )) then
VulCh += e
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return VulCh
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ponent, Algorithm 1 calls TraverseEventChannels(n, A) (line 7), a
method that identifies all sets of event communication channels (i.e.,
a set of connected edges) directed from n to each component in A,
where n is a component and A is a set of components. Traversing
G is performed until no connected edge exists or an edge forms a
loop. For example, from the graph in Figure 2, the set a ⇒ b will
be returned, but the set c ⇒ d ⇒ e will not. Whenever Algorithm 1
identifies the set of edges from c to any component in OG , it returns
the involved components to SC, a set of components. (2) The second
case is for a set of event channels from an inflow-boundary component (lines 8-9) to a sensitive component. Algorithm 1 traverses the
edges from c to any component in SG and returns the corresponding
identified components to SC. Once every component in G is examined, Algorithm 1 removes the components that are not belonging to
SC and their corresponding edges from G. Finally, the pruned graph
ReducedG is returned (line 10).

3.3

Identification

In this phase, SCUTUM identifies vulnerable event channels by
implementing Algorithm 2 on the pruned EFG. The output is a set
of vulnerable event channels.
Algorithm 2 iterates over each connected event channel between
x ∈ SG and y ∈ OG or between x ∈ SG and y ∈ IG (i.e., e in EG ),
which directs from sensitive component to boundary component or
reverse (lines 6-16). Two different cases are considered depending
on the direction of e:
(1) The first case is for e whose direction is from a sensitive component to an outflow-boundary component (lines 9-12). Algorithm 2
checks if c1 (=the starting component of e) is both sensitive and
outflow-boundary component, or if c1 is a sensitive component and
c2 (=the last component of e) is an outflow-boundary component. If
yes, for each sensitive method s in c1 , Algorithm 2 checks if intracomponent flows exist between s and event publishing interfaces in
c1 (=PEIc1 ) by calling identi f yFlow.
As depicted in Algorithm 3, identiFlow checks if a given component contains an intra-component flow between given two methods.
If f lag is “Out”, it inspects every node in the control-flow graph of
m1 and m2 , and checks if a node in m2 is dependent on a node in m1
(line 4-12). If yes, the corresponding node (=c) is appended to an
event flow f . As long as a node exists in a given set of event channels e, Algorithm 3 recursively checks connected intra-component
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Input: c ⇐ a component, m1 , m2 ⇐ a method, f lag ⇐ a flag,
e ⇐ a set of event channels
Output: f ⇐ an event flow
Let Nodes(m) be a set of nodes in the CFG of m
Let ConsumeM(c1 , n1 , c2 ) be r ∈ CEIc2 that receives e, where
e ∈ PETc1 is dependent on a node n1
Let PublishM(c1 , n1 , c2 ) be r ∈ PEIc2 that publishes e, where a node n1
is dependent on e ∈ CETc1
if f lag = “Out” then
if u ∈ Nodes(m2 ) is directly or transitively control or data dependent
on v ∈ Nodes(m1 ) then
f+ = c
if e 6= {} then
n ⇐ e.head
r = ConsumeM(c, u, n)
identi f yFlow(n, r, PEIn , “Out”, e.remove(n))
else
return true
if f lag = “In” then
if u ∈ Nodes(m1 ) is directly or transitively control or data dependent
on v ∈ Nodes(m2 ) then
f+ = c
if e 6= {} then
n ⇐ e.tail
r = PublishM(c, v, n)
identi f yFlow(n, r,CEIn , “In”, e.remove(n))
else
return true

flows exists between PEI and CEI of subsequent nodes in e (lines
7-10). For the reverse case when f lag is “In”, Algorithm 3 checks
the nodes from m1 to m2 and recursively identifies connected intracomponent flows (lines 13-21) until every node in e is examined.
(2) The second case is for e whose direction is from an inflowboundary component to a sensitive component (lines 13-16). If c2
(=the last node of e) is both sensitive and inflow-boundary component, or if c2 is a sensitive component and c1 (=the first component
of e) is an inflow-boundary component, for each sensitive method
s in c2 , Algorithm 2 inspects intra-component flows between s and
event consuming interfaces in c2 (=CEIc2 ) by calling identi f yFlow.
After identifying vulnerable flows, SCUTUM performs pattern
analysis on event communication channels in EFG based on previously identified compositional patterns [18]. SCUTUM considers
four different patterns as follows: (c: a component, T : a trust boundary, ⇒
= : an event communication channel from left to right)
1. Given components c1 , c2 , ∈ T1 , c3 ∈ T2 and c1 6= c2 6= c3 , if
(c3 ⇒
= c2 ) ∧ (c1 ⇒
= c2 ), c3 ⇒
= c2 can be spoofing.
2. Given components c1 , c2 , ∈ T1 , c3 ∈ T2 , and c1 6= c2 6= c3 , if
(c1 ⇒
= c3 ) ∧ (c1 ⇒
= c2 ), c1 ⇒
= c3 can be interception or eavesdropping.
3. Given components c1 ∈ T1 , c2 , c3 ∈ T2 and c1 6= c2 6= c3 , if
(c1 ⇒
= c2 ) ∧ (c2 ⇒
= c3 ) ∧ ¬(c1 ⇒
= c3 ), c1 ⇒
= c2 ⇒
= c3 can be
confused deputy.
4. Given components c1 , c2 , ∈ T1 , c3 ∈ T2 and c1 6= c2 6= c3 , if
(c1 ⇒
= c2 ) ∧ (c2 ⇒
= c3 ) ∧ ¬(c1 ⇒
= c3 ), c1 ⇒
= c2 ⇒
= c3 can be
collusion.
The patterns are based on the assumption that an event communication channel within boundary is intended access, but an event
communication channel across boundary may be unintended access

from a malicious component. If a set of event communication channels matches any of those patterns, SCUTUM labels the channels as
vulnerable. Finally, SCUTUM returns vulnerable event communication channels by combining the vulnerable flows and channels.

4.

EVALUATION

Table 1: Subject Systems and Results
Name

Type

Dradel
ERS
KLAX

Software IDE [30]
Crisis Response [27]
Arcade Game [39]

Accuracy

We evaluated SCUTUM’s accuracy in identifying vulnerabilities
by comparing its results against those of Xanitizer [9] and Owasp
Orizon [7], state-of-the-art tools for detecting security vulnerabilities
in Java apps.

4.1.1

4.1.2

Evaluation of SCUTUM

We evaluated SCUTUM for accuracy in identifying vulnerabilities
as compared to Xanitizer and Owasp Orizon. Xanitizer statically
detects security vulnerabilities such as injections and privacy leaks in
Java apps by using taint-flow analysis. Owasp Orizon also statically
analyzes insecure code patterns from Java apps by using pattern
matching [8].
We ran the three tools on our test benchmark and measured their
(1) precision, i.e., identified vulnerabilities that were actually vulnerable to event attacks, and (2) recall, i.e., the ratio of identified to
all vulnerabilities. SCUTUM detected vulnerabilities, specifically
vulnerable event communication channels, with 100% precision
and recall and correctly ignored all “trick” cases with unreachable
vulnerable components. However, both Xanitizer and Owasp Orizon
were unable to find any of the vulnerabilities on event attacks from
the benchmark. Specifically, Xanitizer did not return any result.
While Owasp Orizon reports some security warnings such as “potential dangerous keyword in the method”, those are not directly
related to vulnerabilities on event attacks. This is primarily because those tools are not targeting event attacks and not supporting
inter-component flow analysis.

4.2

Applicability

11K
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No. of Identified
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Experimental Setup

Since existing test benchmarks for Java apps [6, 16, 23] are not
targeting EBSs as well as event attacks, we have created a test benchmark for evaluating effectiveness of security analysis tools for EBSs.
Our benchmark mainly targets two representative types of MOM
platforms, (1) Java Message Service (JMS) [4], the widely adopted
Java-oriented middleware for exchanging messages between components, and (2) Prism-MW [1], an extensible middleware platform
that enables efficient implementation, deployment, and execution
of distributed software systems. The benchmark comprises 20 distinct event-based apps (10 for each MOM platform) each of which
implements a single type of event attack. In this benchmark, all
five types of event attacks (recall Section 2) are implemented, and
each app had the sole purpose of performing an event attack that
exploits a target component. To ensure that every event attack can
be actually launched, two graduate students at USC manually inspected the code of each app. By running each app on a PC, we
also confirmed that the attacks are successfully launched at runtime.
The benchmark also comprises 5 “trick” apps containing vulnerable
but unreachable components, whose identification would be a false
warning. This yielded a total of 25 event-based apps containing
20 vulnerable event communication channels. The benchmark is
distributed in https://github.com/namdy0429/SCUTUM.

SLOC

(Seconds)

4.1

(Seconds)

We have empirically evaluated SCUTUM in terms of its accuracy,
applicability, and performance in detecting vulnerabilities from
EBS.

Event
Mechanism
c2.fw [29]
Prism-MW [28]
c2.fw [29], Java events

Diﬀerence
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W/O Reduc/on
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100
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Figure 3: SCUTUM’s Performance on Different Number of
Components
To assess if SCUTUM is applicable to real-world EBSs, from the
test suite which have been used in prior research [22], we selected
three subject EBSs that are implemented using MOM platforms.
All subject systems are implemented in Java, but are from different
application domains, of different sizes, and use different underlying
mechanisms for consuming events as shown in Table 1.
Since the list of sensitive methods for the subject systems was
not provided, we ran SCUTUM with the setting that every ‘setter’
or ‘getter’ method is a sensitive method and each component has
different trust boundary. According to the well-known sensitive
method list for Android [33], 81% of sensitive methods are setters or
getters (getters: 97%, setters: 65%), which implies that getters and
setters are more likely to be sensitive to security attacks compared
to other methods. However, it is important to note that it does not
necessarily mean that all getters and setters are always sensitive
methods.
For each subject system, SCUTUM flagged potential vulnerabilities (specifically, vulnerable event communication channels) on
event attacks as depicted in Table 1 (Dradel: 12, ERS: 11, KLAX:
2). We manually inspected each system’s code to check if the
identified event channels are indeed vulnerable to event attacks.
On average, its precision was 85.67% (Dradel: 75%, ERS: 82%,
KLAX: 100%). Every false positive was caused by its inaccuracy in
identifying control-/data-flow between sensitive methods and event
interfaces. Xanitizer reported 83 security warnings, such as “may
expose internal representation by returning reference to mutable
object”, and “IO Stream Resource Leaks” (Dradel: 6, ERS: 62,
KLAX: 15), and 7 of them were related to event attacks. Owasp
Orizon returned 13 implementation bugs such as “empty catch detected” and “found potential dangerous keyword” (Dradel: 9, ERS:
1, KLAX: 3), however, none of them was related to the vulnerabilities on event attacks. Although SCUTUM outperformed Xanitizer
and Owasp Orizon in our evaluation, it is important to note that
Xanitizer and Owasp Orizon detected additional vulnerabilities that
SCUTUM did not.

4.3

Performance

To evaluate the performance of SCUTUM, we tested it on the
event-based apps comprising different numbers of components. We
created four different apps by adding different number of components (i.e., 25, 50, 75, and 100, respectively) to an app which was

randomly selected from our benchmark. The added components are
designed to have at least two event communication channels with
other components and contain one method. None of the added components are involved in vulnerable event communication channels
so that they can be pruned in Reduction phase. We ran each app on
a PC with an Intel dual-core i5 2.7GHz CPU and 4GB RAM.
On average, SCUTUM’s analysis took 115.04s (Extraction phase:
69.02s, Reduction and Identification phase: 46.02s). To evaluate
the effectiveness of pruning EFG, we also measured SCUTUM’s
analysis time for each app ‘without’ Reduction phase. As shown in
Figure 3, as the number of components increased, the difference of
analysis time between ‘with’ and ‘without’ Reduction phase also
increased. Considering the fact that the added components are
designed to have a simplified structure (i.e., two event channels and
one method), the difference can dramatically increase for real-world
EBS containing the components with higher complexity.

5.
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